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LESSON 10

FOR STUDENTS

Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and dialogue Adjunct
lesson 10.

Exercise I Check "T" or "F"

1. T F 13. T F

2. T F 14. T F

3. T F 15. T F

4. T F 16. T F

5. T F 17. T F.

6. T F 18. T F

7. T F 19. T F

8. T F 20. T F

9. T F 21. T F

10. T F 22. T F

11. T F 23. T F

12. T F 24. T F
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Exercise II, Lesson 10, Write the Lngli:Al

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

L 10

4
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Exercise III

The following are statements in Thai from Exercise II
that will be read the second time with English equivalents.
Students are to correct the answers of Exercise II accordingly.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 10 P 139



Exercise IV, Lesson 10, Write the English equivalent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

L 10 P 140
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Exercise V

The following are statements in Thai from Exercise IV
that will be read the second time with English equivalents.
Students are to correct the answers of Exercise IV accordingly.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 10 P 141
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LESSON 11

FOR STUDENTS

Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and dialogue adjunct
lesson 11.

Exercise I The following are four short paragraphs. Each
paragraph is followed with 5 statements. Check "T" for each
statement that agrees with the idea in the paragraph it fol-
lows, otherwise check "F."

Para A Para C

1.
. T F 1. T F

2. T F 2. T F

3. T F 3 T F

4. T F 4. T F

5. T F 5. T F

Para B Para D

1. T F 1. T F

2. T F 2. T F

3. T F 3. T F

4. T F 4. T F

5. T F 5. T F

L 11 1? 142



Exercise II, Lesson 11. Write the English equivalent.

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 11 P 143



Exercise III

The following are statements in Exercise II that will be
read for the second time with the English equivalents. Students
are to correct the translation of Exercise II accordingly.

L 11 P 144



Exercise IV, Lesson 11. Write the English equivalent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 11 P 145



Exercise V

The following are statements in Exercise IV that will be
read for the second time with English equivalents. Students
are to correct the translation of Exercise IV accordingly.

L 11 P 146
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LESSON 12

FOR STUDENTS

Comprehension exercise based on dialogue and dialogue adjunct
lesson 12.

For
down the

Exercise

each group of members, as
numbers on your answers

I

soon as you hear it write
sheet.

1. 14.

2. 15.

3. 16.

4. 17.

5. 18.

6. 19.

7. 20.

8. 21.

9. 22.

10. 23.

11. 24.

12. 25.

13.

L 12 P 147



Exercise II

Listen to a short conversation. Write down the gist of
the conversation in phonemic transcription.

L 12 P 148
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Exercise III, Lesson 12. Check "r" or "F"

Part I

The recorded conversation in Exercise II will be played
the second time.

1.

2. T

3. T

4. T

6. T

7. T

8. T

9. T

10. T

5.

11. T

12.

L 12 P 149



Exercise IV, Lesson 12. Write the English equivalent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10..

11.

12.

L 12 P 150
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Exercise IV. (ContIcl)

13.

14.

15.

L 12 P 151



Exercise IV, Lesson 12. Check "T" or "P"

1. T

2. T

3. T

4. T

5. T

6. T

7. T

8. T

L 12 P 152
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Exercise V

Listen to the following news report. Write down the
gist in English.

L 12

1.9

P 153



Exercise VI

PART I

News Report in Exercise V will be read the second time.

PART II

Listen to the following statements, check "T" or every
statement that agrees with the news, otherwise check "F."

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

L 12 P 154



LESSON 13

FOP STUDENTS

Exercise I, Lesson 13, Dictation

This
following
provided.

is a dictation exercise on numbers. Listen to the
numbers and write them down during the pauses

1 11.

2 12

3 13

4 14

5 15

16

7 17

8 18

9 19

10. 20

L 13 P 155



Exercise II, Lesson 13

CORRECT ANSWERS

Listen to the following numl)ers and compare them with
those in exercise I and correct your paper accordingly.

L 13 P 156



Exercise III, Lesson 13

TRANSLATION

For each of the following Thai expressions, there will be
three English statements on your answer sheet. Circle the num-
ber before the statement that best corresponds to the Thai
expression. If none of the statements corresponds to the ex-
pression do not circle any number.

A. 1. Where is the post office?

2. Where is the parcel post section?

3. Where is the parcel post?

B. 1. You have to wrap the article neatly.

2. You have to wrap the article neatly and strong.

3. You have to wrap the article tightly and strong.

C. 1. You have to do your work neatly every day.

2. You have to work quickly every day.

3. You have to work carefully every day.

D. 1. The enemy position is very well defended.

2. The enemy position is very wide.

3. The enemy position is very strong.

L 13 P 157
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E. 1. There are two rifles in the left corner of the room.

2. There are two rifles in the right corner of the room.

3. There are two rifles in the middle of the room.

F. 1. There is one light machine gun on the left, one on the
right, and one heavy machine gun in the center.

2. There is one light machine gun on the left, one in
the center and one heavy machine gun on the right.

3. There is one heavy machine gun on the left, one on
the right, and one light machine gun in the center.

G. 1. We are not afraid of tanks because we have antitank
guns.

2. We are afraid of tanks because we have no antitank
weapons.

3. We are not afraid of tanks because we have antitank
mines.

H. 1. Are there police anthorities at the airport?

2. Are there customs officers at the airport?

3. Are there immigration officers at the airport?

I. 1. Do you know about the enemy troops?

2. Do you know the details about the enemy troops?

3. Do you know anything about the enemy troops?

L 13 P



J. 1. Do you like to read newspapers?

2. Do you like to read weekly papers?

3. Do you like to read magazines?

L 13 P 159



Exercise IV, Lesson 13

Listen carefully and write down what you hear in Thai
script during the pauses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 13 P 160



Exercise V, Lesson 13

TRANSLATION

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

L 13 P 161
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Exercise VI, Lesson 13

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

L 13
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LESSON 14

FOR STUDENTS

Comprehension exercises based on dialogue and dialogue adjunct
lesson 14.

Exercise I, Part I

The following are four short paragraphs. Each paragraph
is followed with five statements. Check "T" for each statement
that agrees with the idea in the paragraph it follows, other-
wise check "F."

Para A Para C

1. T 1. T

2. T 2. T

3. T 3. T

4. T 4. T

5. T 5. T

Para B Para D

1. T 1. T

2. T 2. T

3. T 3. T

4. T 4. T

5. T 5. T

L 14 P 163
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Exercise I, Part II

All paragraphs and statements in Part I will read againwith correct answer. Students are to correct Exercise I,
lesson 14, Part I accordingly.

L 14 P 164
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Exercise II, Lesson 14. Write the English equivalent

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 14 p 165



Exercise III

The statements in Exercise II will be read for the
second time. Each statement will be given with an English
equivalent. Students are to correct the translation of Exercise
II accordingly.

L P 166
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Exercise IV, lesson 14. Write the English equivalent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

? 5.

)!:

6.

f:-

l'::
i., ;

C
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

v.
12.

L 14 P 167
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Exercise V

Each statement in Exercise IV will be given again with
an English equivalent. Students are to correct Exercise IV
accordingly.

L 14 P 168



FOR STUDENTS

Exercise I, Lesson 15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 15

LESSON 15
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Exercise II, Lesson 15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 15 P 170



Exercise III, Lesson 15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Exercise IV, Lesson 15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 15 P 172
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85cercise V Lesson 15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 15
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Exercise VI, Lesson 15

A. 1. The troops are on alert now.

2. The Army is on alert now.

3. The Air Force is on alert now.

B. 1. The Army of China is very large.

2. China has a big army.

3. The Army of China is large.

C. 1. The American Navy has many ships.

2. The American Navy has a large number of big ships.

3. Most of the ships of the American Navy are large.

D. 1. I think that there will be war in Thailand.

2. I don't think that Thailand is at war with any
country.

3. I don't think that there will be war in Thailand.

B. 1. I don't think that China will wage a war against
Russia.

2. I don't think that China will dare wage a war against
Russia.

3. I don't think that China and Russia will start a war.

L15 P 174



F. 1. The army, navy, and air force have to be on alert
always.

2. The army, navy, and air force have to always be pre-
pared for war.

3. During the war the armed forces have to be on alert
always.

G. 1. The communists in every country like war.

2. Every country, except the communists, does not
like war.

3. Every communist country likes war.

H. 1. Our patrol met and fought the communists yesterday.

2. Our patrol ran into the communists yesterday.

3. Our patrol met and fired at the communists yesterday.

I. 1. The Chinese communists have more troops than Thailand.

2. Communist China has more troops than Thailand.

3. Communist China has much more troops than Thailand.

J 1. Laos and Vietnam are receiving a large number of
weapons from Communist China.

2. Communist China is supplying a large number of weapons
to the communists in Laos and Vietnam.

3. Communist China is sending a large number of weapons
to Laos and Vietnam.

L 15 P 175
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Exercise VII,Lesson 15

A. 1. The communist troops have many weapons.

2. The communist troops have many kinds of weapons.

3. The communist have many kinds of weapons.

B. 1. The communists have heavy machine guns, but they do
not have submachine guns.

2. The communists have light machine guns, but they
do not have submachine guns.

1,1
3. The communists have heavy machine guns, but they

do not have light machine guns.

C. 1. Our army has few submachine guns.

2. Our army has a few submachine guns.

3. Our army has very few submachine guns.

D. 1. The enemy has a tank located in the grove over
there.

2. The enemy tank is located in the grove over there.

3. The enemy has an antitank gun located in the grove
over there.
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B. 1. If I see the enemy, I'll tell him.

2. If the enemy comes, I'll let you know.

3. If I see the enemy, I'll let you know.

F. 1. Don't sit up! The enemy is shooting.

2. .Don't stand up! The enemy is shooting.

3. Don't forget! The enemy is coming.

G. 1. Don't talk! The enemy is around here.

2. Don't talk! The enemy is listening.

3. Don't talk! The enemy might be close by.

H. 1. When you go over there, don't let the enemy see you.

2. When you go to the post office, don't let the enemy
see you.

3. When you go over there, don't go near the enemy.

I. 1. Tilt: person who is standing there is a sergeant.

2. The person who is standing there is a staff sergeant.

3. The person who is standing there is a master sergeant.
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J. 1. The person who is in the car is a private first class.

2. The person who is in the car is a sergeant first
class.

3. The person who is in the car is a staff sergeant.

K. 1. Is your friend a sergeant or sergeant first class?

2. Is your friend a corporal or a sergeant first class?

3. Is your friend a corporal or a staff sergeant?

L. 1. Red China has the largest army.

2. Red China's army is the largest.

3. Red China's army has the largest number of troops.

L 15 P 178
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LESSON 16

FOR STUDENTS

Exercise I, Lesson 16

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 16 P 179
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Exercise II, Lesson16

3.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 16 P 180
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Exercise III, Lesson 16

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

...

6.

10.

L 16

47
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Exercise IV, Lesson 16

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 16 P 182
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Aural - Comprehension exercise, based on dialogue and dialogue
adjunct, lesson 16.

Exercise V, Lesson 16

A. 1. I don't know what he wants.

2. I don't know what he is sending.

3. I don't know what he is ordering.

B. 1. Will you please get the food for me.

2. Will you please buy some food for me.

3. Will you please give me some food.

C. 1. I like beef curry better than I do chicken curry.

2. I like chicken curry better than I do beef curry.

3. I like both beef curry and chicken curry.

D. 1. In general, the Thai people do not like to eat hot
food.

2. In general, the Thai people like to eat hot food.

3. In general, the Thai people like to eat very hot
food.

L 16
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E. 1. Do two plates of rice satisfy you?

2. Are you full now?

3. Did you get enough to eat?

F. 1. After I have had dessert, I am still hungry.

2. After I have eaten something sweet I am very thirsty.

3. After I have had dessert, I am very thirsty.

G. 1. Would you like to try crispy noodles? I'll order it
for you.

2. Would you like me to order the crispy noodles?

3. Would you like to try some of the crispy noodles?

H. 1. They have bananas and water melons.

2. They have fruits, such as bananas and water melons.

3. They have several kinds of fruits, such as bananas
and water melons.

I. 1. The man is asking what you would like to have.

2. The waitress is asking what you would like to order.

3. The waitress is asking what you have ordered.
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J 1. May I have two glasses of black iced-coffee.

2. May I have a glass of iced-coffee.

3. May I have two glasses of iced-coffee.

L 16 P 185
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Exercise VI, Lesson 16

A. 1. Tomorrow we'll go out on patrol again.

2. Tomorrow we'll not go out on patrol again.

3. Tomorrow they'll not go out on patrol again.

B. 1. Are we ready to go on patrol?

2. Are we ready to reconnoiter?

3. Are we ready to go out?

C. 1. Pfc. Phak will go out on patrol with you.

2. Pfc. Phak will go out on reconnaissance patrol with
you.

3. Staff Sgt. Phak will go out on reconnaissance patrol
with you.

D. 1. If you are not ready, don't do it.

2. If you are not ready, don't shoot.

3. If you are not ready, don't go.
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E. 1. When you are ready, go over there.

2. When you are ready, go over there quickly.

3. When you are ready, come here quickly.

F. 1. Tomorrow we'll go out to destroy the bridge.

2. Tomorrow we'll go out on patrol in order to destroy
the bridge.

3. Tomorrow we'll go out on patrol and try to destroy
the bridge.

G. 1. The tank cannot use the bridge because it is very
narrow.

2. The tank cannot use the bridge because it is very
old.

3. The tank cannot use the bridge because it is no good.

H. 1. If you see the enemy come, let Platoon Sergeant Phin
know.

2. If you see the enemy come, let Corporal Phin know.

3. If you see the enemy, let Platoon Sergeant Phin know.

I. 1. After you open the door, go right in.

2. After you open the door, don't forget to close it.

3. When you have closed the door, don't open it again.
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J 1. Where is your squadron? Are they ready?

2. Where is your platoon? Are they ready?

3. Where is your company? Are they ready?

L 16 P 188
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Exercise VII, Lesson 16

A. 1. He cannot speak foreign languages very well.

2. He speaks foreign languages well.

3. He can speak foreign languages very well.

B. 1. The Ministry of Defense has a need for the Army,
the Navy, and the Air Force.

2. The Army, the Navy, and the Air Force are part of the
Ministry of Defense.

3. The Ministry of Defense has a need for Army, Navy,
and Air Force personnel..

C. 1. The Thai language course is as long as the Chinese
language course.

2. The Thai language course is shorter than the
Chinese language course.

3. The Thai language course is longer than the
Chinese language course.

D. 1. He did not study,but he did not fail in his
examination.

2. If he does not study,he will fail in his examination.

3. If he does not study, he will probably fail in his
examination.

L 16 P 189
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E. 1. We/11 fire with artillery and machine guns alter-
nately.

2. We/11 use artillery and machine guns.

3. We'll not use artillery and machine guns.

F. 1. Where are the mortar and the antitank gun?

2. Where are the mortar and the recoilless rifle?

3. Where are the antitank gun and the recoilless
rifle?

G. 1. The Sergeant says if the enemy attacks we must try to
fight.

2. The Master Sergeant says if the enemy attacks we must
try to fight.

3. The Platoon Sergeant says if the enemy attacks we must
try to fight.

H. 1. Do you know the details about the enemy and his wea-
pons?

2. Do you know in detail about the enemy weapons?

3. Do you know every detail about the enemy weapons?

I. 1. The light machine gun is on the right, the light
machine gun is on the left, and the artillery is in
the middle.

2. The light machine gun is on the right, the heavy
machine gun is on the left, and the artillery is
in the middle.

3. The machine guns are on the both sides and the
artillery is in the middle.

L 16 P 190
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L 16

C

1. You must observe everyone who comes here.

2. You must check everyone who comes here.

3. You must check everyone who is here.
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LESSON 17

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension exercise based on ACC L 17

Exercise I, Lesson 17

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

L 17 P 192
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Exercise II, Lesson 17

For each of the following Thai expressions there are
three English statements on your answer sheet. Check the one
that corresponds to the Thai expression. If none of them
corresponds to the Thai expression, do not write anything.

1. a. Do you have a map?

b. May I borrow the map?

c. Could you hand me the map?

2. a. We'll send men to attack the enemy.

b. We'll send troops to attack the enemy.

c. We'll send troops to attack the enemy position.

3. a. The enemy will send planes to attack our position
today.

b. The enemy will send planes to attack us today.

c. Enemy planes will attack us today.

4. a. Do you know if the enemy has many automobiles?

b. Do you know if the enemy has many planes?

c. Do you know if the enemy has many cars?

L 17 P 193
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5. a. Do you know where the enemy's fuel depot is located?

b. Do you know where the enemy's fuel is located?

c. Do you know where the enemy's gasoline is located?

6. a. The supplies are located near the railroad station.

b. The supply dump is located near the railroad.

c. The supply dump is located near the railroad sta-
tion.

7. a. Tomorrow we'll attack and destroy the enemy's motor
vehicles.

b. Tomorrow we'll attack the enemy's motor vehicles.

c. Tomorrow we'll attack and destroy the enemy's cars.

. a. What are we going to do? We don't have any more
gasoline.

b. What are we going to do? We don't have any more
oil.

c. What are we going to do? We don't have any more
fuel.

9. a. Do we still have any more supplies?

b. Do we have enough supplies?

c. Do we still have equipment?

L 17 P 1-4
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10. a. The enemy has to use plenty of fuel and supplies.

b. The enemy has tanks and has to use plenty of fuel
and supplies.

c. The enemy has tanks and has to use plenty of
supplies and oil.
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Exercise III, Lesson 17

For each of the following Thai expressions there are
three English statements. Check the one that corresponds to
the Thai expression. Do not write anything otherwise.

1. a. The enemy does not have too many antiaircraft guns.

b. The enemy does not have too many antitank guns.

c. The enemy does not have too many recoilless rifles.

2. a. When will the enemy train come?

b. When will the enemy convoy come?

c. When will the enemy patrol come?

3. a. We must go and destroy the enemy convoy.

b. We must go to intercept and destroy the enemy convoy.

c. We must go to intercept the enemy convoy.

4. a. If we know that the enemy will attack, we must
try to defend.

b. If we know that the enemy will approach, we must
try to attack.

c. If we know that the enemy will attack, we have to
withdraw.
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5. a. Somebody told me that the enemy troops have no sup-
plies now.

b. Somebody told me that the enemy troops have no mortars
now.

c. Somebody told me that the enemy troops have no
leader now.

6. a. The enemy has about 4 antitank guns.

b. The enemy has about 4 recoilless rifles.

c. The enemy has about 4 mortars.

7. a. Our soldiers have only two hand grenades.

b. Our soldiers have only two rifle grenades.

c. Our soldiers have only two mortars.

8. a. When you go on a patrol, don't forget to take along
rifle grenades.

b. When you go on a patrol, don't forget to take along
hand grenades.

c. When you go on a patrol, don't forget to take grenades.

9. a. Are you afraid of the communist soldiers?

b. Do you dislike the communist soldiers?

c. Have you seen the communist soldiers?
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10. a. If you see the enemy, you must come and tell me.

b. If you see the enemy, you must hurry and come to
tell me.

c. If you see the enemy, you must not wait for me.

1

1

[
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Exercise IV, Lesson 17

The following is dictation exercise. Listen carefully
and write in thai script after each utterance.

1.

2.

3.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 17
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Exercise V, Lesson 17

For each of the following Thai expression there are
three English statements on your answer sheet. Check the one
that corresponds to the Thai expressions. Otherwise do not
write anything.

1. a. If you see the enemy, you have to come back here.

b. If you see the enemy, you have to hurry back.

c. If you see the enemy, you have to go back quickly.

4.4

2. a. Do you know where the enemy convoy is going?

b. Do you know where the machine convoy is?

c. Do you know which way the enemy convoy will come?

3. a. Now we need medicine, but we don't need food.

b. Now we need weapons, but we don't need food.

c. Now we need medicine more than food.

4. a. The enemy has about two battalions of troops.

b. The enemy has about two companies of troops.

c. The enemy has about wo regiments of troops.
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5. a. We can't work because we have no electricity.

b. We can't remember anything because we are far away.

c. We can't do anything because we have no electricity.

6. a. Is he a soldier?

b. Is he an infantryman?

c. Is he in the Air Force?

7. a. I think that the enemy has about three artillery
.

pieces.

b. I think that the enemy has about three machine guns.

c. I think that the enemy has about three rifles.

8. a. A platoon of soldiers will go out with you tonight.

b. A squad of soldiers will go out with you tonight.

c. A platoon of soldiers will leave tonight.

9. a. This machine gun is very heavy.

b. This light machine gun is very heavy.

c. This submachine gun is very heavy.
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10. a. We don't have anything except only one submachine
gun.

b. We don't have anything except only one light
machine gun.

c. We don't have anything except only one heavy machine
gun.
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LESSON 18

FOR STUDENTS

Exercise I, Lesson 18

For each of the following Thai expressions, there are
three English statements on your answer sheet. Check the
one that corresponds to the Thai expression. Otherwise do not
write anything.

A..

B.

C.

E.

1. Is this house wide?

2. Is this house large?

3. Is this house vacant?

1. His wife is sleeping in the bed.

2. His wife is sleeping upstairs.

3. His wife is sleeping in the bedroom.

1. There is a machine in that room.

2. There is an air-conditioner in that room.

3. There is a typewriter in that room.

1. Hotel rooms in this town are very large.

2. Hotel rooms in this town are very expensive.

3. Hotel rooms in this town are very inexpensive.

1. you have a place to stay tonight?

2. Will you stay overnight tonight?

3. Where Lre you going to stay tonight?
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F. 1. There is no wind in this room.

2. There is not any electric fan in this room.

3. There is no air in this room.

G. 1. Who is going to take him to the market?

2. Who is going to bring him to the market?

3. Who is going to show him how to get to.the market?

1. Please come to meet him here tomorrow.

2. Please tell him to come here tomorrow.

3. Please bring him here tomorrow.

I. 1. I don't like to go because I don't have a suitcase.

2. I don't like to go because I don't have a bag.

3. I don't like to go because I don't like to travel.

J

L 18

1. Bring the gun up quickly.

2. Bring the gun here quickly.

3. Take the gun and come here quickly.
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Exercise II, Lesson 18, Dictation

The following is a dictation exercise. Listen carefully
and write in Thai script after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Exercise III, Lesson 18 Multi le choice

For each of the following Thai expression there are three
English statements on your answer sheet. Check the one that
corresponds to the Thai expression. Otherwise do not write
anything.

A. 1. Where is the enemy position?

2. Where is the enemy line?

3. Where is the enemy weapon?

B. 1. We'll launch an attack tomorrow.

2. We'll make a landing tomorrow.

3. We'll go up there tomorrow.

C. 1. You must build an obstacle first.

2. You must build a bridge first.

3. You must destroy the obstacle first.

D. 1. We'll go behind the enemy line.

2. We'll attack the enemy line.

3. We'll go around the enemy line.

E. 1. The enemy has a barbed wire.

2. The enemy has a wire entanglement.

3. The enemy has mortars.
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F. 1. There is wire entanglement in front of our line.
2. There is an obstacle in front of our line.
3. There is a barbed wire in front of our line.

G. 1. There are ditches behind our line.
2. There are mortars behind our line.

3. There are mines behind our line.

H. 1. What kind of obstacle does the enemy have?

2. Where is the enemy obstacle located?

3. Has the enemy put up an obstable?

I. 1. I need a long rope. Do you have it?

2. I need a long knife. Do you have it?

3. I need a long wire. Do you have it?

J

L 18

1. All of our troops are in the front line.
2. All of our troops are in the battle line.
3. All of our troops are in the rear.
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Exercise IV, Lesson 18

TListen to the following narration and then check as
or F of the statements which are given on your answer sheet.

1. Bangkok is the capital of Thailand. T F

2. There are many large hotels in Bangkok. T F

3. Small hotels cost less than large hotels. T F

4. Small hotels are as comfortable as big hotels. T F

5. Big hotels usually have air-conditioners.

; )

6. In general, the weather in Bangkok is not too hot .T

7. Hotels in Bangkok have both hot and cold water. T F

8. Persons staying at a hotel may eat at the hotel. T F

9. There are more Thai restaurants than Chinese T
restaurants in Bangkok.

F

10. There are a few Japanese restaurants in Bangkok. T F
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Exercise V, Lesson 18

For each of the following Thai expression, there are three
English statements on your answer sheet. Check the one that
corresponds to the Thai expression. Otherwise do not write
anything.

A. 1. We'll make a landing behind the enemy line.

2. We'll make a landing beside the enemy line.

3. We'll make a landing in front of the enemy line.

B. 1. We must find a way to prevent the enemy from making
a landing.

2. We must stop the enemy landing.

3. We must know when the enemy will make a landing.

C. 1. Has the patrol returned yet?

2. Has the patrol returned to our position yet?

3. Has the patrol returned to our line yet?

D. 1. If you see a plane, you must destroy it.

2. If you see an obstacle, you must leave it alone.

3. If you see an obstaple, you must destroy it.

H. 1. If you run into an obstacle, you must destroy it.

2. If you run into a barbed wire, you must cut it.

3. If you run into a wire entanglement, you must
cut it.
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F. 1. There is a long wire entanglement in front of the
enemy line.

2. There is a long barbed wire in front of the enemy
line.

3. There is a long ditch in front of the enemy line.

G. 1. When you attack the enemy, you must watch out for
mines

2. When you at the enemy, you must watch out for
grenades.

3. When you attack the enemy, you must watch out for
machine guns.

H. 1. What type of weapon does the enemy have?

2. What kind of rifle does the enemy have?

3. What kind of machine gun does the enemy have?

1. 1. When the enemy truck arrives you have to open fire.

J

2. When the enemy tank reaches the obstacle you have
to open fire.

3. When the enemy tank comes you have to open fire.

1. We don't have any weapons at all, what are we going
to do?

2. We don't have any -tanks at all, what are we going to
do?

3. We don't have any obstacles at all, what are we
going to do?
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Exercise VI, Lesson 18

For each of the following Thai expressions, there are
three English statements on your answer sheet. Check the one
that corresponds to the Thai expression. Otherwise do not
write anything.

A. 1. The enemy has

2. The enemy has
road.

3. The enemy has
the road.

many cars. We must destroy the road..

many trucks. We must destroy the

many motor vehicles, we must destroy

B. 1. Do you know if there is a barbed wire near the
fuel depot?

2. Do you know if there is a guard near the fuel depot?

3. Do you know if there is a guard near the supply
dump?

C. 1. The map says that there isn't any forest or river.

2. The map says that there isn't any mountain or sea.

3. The map says that there isn't any mountain or river.

D. 1. If there is a small river, we have to build a
bridge.

2. If there is a river, we have to build a boat .

3. If there is a small river, we have to indicate on
the map.
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E. 1. Pfc. Phong will go out on a patrol with me tomorrow.

2. Staff Sgt. Phong will go out on a combat patrol
with me tomorkow.

3. Staff Sgt. Phong will go out on a reconnaissance
patrol with me tomorrow.

F. 1. Do we have antitank mines?

2. Do we have grenades?

3. Do we have antitank guns?

G. 1. When we go on a patrol tomorrow, we'll bring along
two light machine guns.

2. When we go on a pattol tomorrow, we'll bring
along two carbines.

3. When we go out on a patrol tomorrow, we'll bring
along two submachine guns.

H. 1. Generally, our troops like to use rifles because
they are not heavy.

2. Generally, our troops like to use carbines because
they are not heavy.

3. Generally, our troops like to use carbines because
they are light.

I. 1. There will be a train to transport troops tomorrow.

2. There will be cars to deliver troops to morrow.

3. There will be cars to transport troops tomorrow.
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1. The enemy fired at our plane yesterday.

2. The enemy fired at our transport plane yesterday.

3. The enemy fired at our jet plane yesterday.



Exercise VII, lesson 18 TRANSLATION

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10 .

11.

12.
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LESSON 19

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and
dialogue adjunct lesson 19

Exercise I, Lesson 19 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions,
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Exercise II,Lesson 19

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai
expressions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on
your answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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13.

14.

15.
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Exercise III, Lesson 19 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai
expressions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.



13.

14.

15.
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Exercise IV,Lesson 19 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions,
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer sheet.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 19
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13.

14.

15.
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Exercise V, Lesson 19 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions,
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Exercise VI, Lesson 19

The following is a dictation exercise. Listen carefully
and write in Thai script during the pause provided after each
utterance.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

L 19
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LESSON 20

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and
dialogue adjunct,lesson 20

Exercise I, Lesson 20 (Multiple Choice)

For each of the following Thai expressions there will be
three English statements on your answer sheet. Circle the
number before the statement that best corresponds to the Thai
expression.

A. 1. Does he take long to eat?

2. Does he take long to get dressed?

3. Does he take long to get ready?

B. 1. What is the color of the house which is on the
mountain?

2. What is the color of the house which is by the sea?

3. What is the color of the house which is near the
river?

C. 1. What is the color of the enemy flag?

2. What is the color of the enemy soldiers, uniform?

3. What is the color of the enemy plane?
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D. 1. What's wrong with your face?

2. What's wrong with your leg?

3. What's wrong with your stomach?

B. I usually take a bath in the morning and before
going to bed.

2. I usually drink something in the morning and before
going to bed.

3. I usually wash my face in the morning and before
going to bed.

F. 1. If the dish is dirty, you have to wash it.

2. If the plate is dirty, you have to wash it.

3. If the shirt is dirty, you have to wash it.

G. 1. The pistol is in the drawer.

2. The pistol is in the cabinet.

3. The gun is in the cabinet.
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H. 1. You have to go to get the water from the river.

2. You have to go to take a bath in the river.

3. You have to go to do the washing in the river.

I. 1. Who washes your shirts, trousers, and socks?

2. Who washes your trousers and socks for you?

3. Who washes your shirts, trousers, and socks for you?

J

L 20

1. May I borrow a sheet of white cloth?

2. May I borrow a towel?

3. May I borrow an all-purpose-cloth?
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Exercise II, Lesson 20 (Hand Gist)

PART I

This exercise consists of two narratives in Thai A and B.
After each narrative is read, you are to write a gist in English.

NARRATIVE A

NARRATIVE B
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PART II, Lesson 20

The following are narratives A and B. that you just
heard in Part I. However, they will be read hear again, but
with a pause after each sentence. Use the time during the pause
to check and correct the gists you wrote during Part I.
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Exercise III, Lesson 20 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions,
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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13.

14.

15.



Exercise IV, Lesson 20 (Translation)

As soon
sions, write
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 20

as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
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Exercise V, Lesson 20 (Dictation)

PART I

Listen carefully and write in Thai script during the
pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PART II

Listen carefully and write in phonemic transcription
during the pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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LESSON 21

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and
dialogue adjunct lesson 21

Exercise I, Lesson 21 (Multiple Choice)

A. 1. Does he have a television at home?

2. Does he have a radio at home?

3. Does he have a telephone at home?

B. 1. Do you remember his name?

2. Do you know his name?

3. What is his name?

C. 1. I remember his house number by mistake.

2. I don't remember the number of his house.

3. I don't know his house number.
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D. 1. Do you have a note book at home?

2. Do you have a telephone at home?

3. Do you have a telephone book at home?

E. 1. What are you looking at?

2. What are you looking for?

3. What are you looking into?

F. 1. Could you help me? I could not find the paper.

2. Could you help me? I could not get there.

3. Could you help me. I could not find the map.

G. 1. Where is the Information Section?

2. What is the Information number?

3. Where is the Postal Section?

H. 1. I'll call up and ask him at his house.

2. I'll telephone him at his house.

3. I'11 use the telephone at his house.
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I. 1. You have to help with the plane propeller.

2. You have to help fix the plane propeller.

3. You have to help turn the plane propeller.

J 1. He is a telephone employee.

2. He is a policeman.

3. He is a postal employee.
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Exercise II, Lesson 21 (Hand Gist)

PART I

This exercise consists of two narratives in Thai A and B.
After each narrative is read, you are to write a gist in
English during the pause provided.

NARRATIVE A

NARRATIVE B
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PART II

The following are narratives A and B. that you just
heard in Part I. However, they will be read here again,
but with a pause after each sentence. Use the time during the
pause to check and correct the gists you wrote during
Part I.
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Exercise III, Lesson 21 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expressions,
write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer
sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 21
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13.

14.

15.
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Exercise IV,Lesson 21 (Translation)

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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13.

14.

15.
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Exercise V, Lesson 21 (Dictation)

PART I

Listen carefully and write down what you hear in Thai
script during the pauses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PART II

Listen carefully and write down what you hear in
phonemic transcription during the pauses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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LESSON 22

FOR STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS
Aural. Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and dialogue .

Exercise I Aural Comprehension:

For each of the following Thai expressions, there will
be three English statements on your answer sheet. Circle the
number before two- statement that best coresponds to the Thai
expression.

A.

B.

Vow V 4
nilfisuKivlunvirzul
q

1. Have you received the word yet?

2. Have you received the order yet?

3. Have you received the message yet?

v
ravi fin-it/11V 1661111h LY114141.1 lfA1B1114111

1. I have received an order to go to Thailand next
month.

2. I have received an order to leave Thailand.

3. I have received an order to come to Thailand.

4
C. Kri:nnArvilltIVAT

1. When will you go?

2. When will you leave on the trip?

3. When will you leave the house?
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D. MWD4n1n1,11111141.1

1. Do you need the medicine now?

2. Do you need the medicine immediately?

3. Do you need the medicine urgently?

4 X .0 44
B. 11:7111413:41=11111

F.

G.

H.

1. I'll come back here tomorrow.

2. I'll come back here in three days.

3. I'll come back here the day after tomorrow.

M11111111tfil7jh 111,1511VIL

1. Is the plane far from your house?

2. Is the airfield far from your house?

3. Is the run way far from your house?

4
mmuuttntlfinktill

1. What time does the plane come in?

2. What time does the plane leave?

3. What time does the plane arrive?

4 X
11:TUUV411141AL

9

1. Do you work the day after tomorrow?

2. Will you be free the day after tomorrow?

3. Will you be home the day after tomorrow?
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I LIMIMUULWWW414111

J

1. Has the plane just arrived?

2. Did the plane come?

3. Has the plane come?

1. He is not free now because he has plenty of work.

2. He is busy now because he has plenty of work.

3. He is leaving now because he has plenty of work.
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Exercise II Hand Gist:

This exercise consists of two narratives in Thai --
A and B. After each narrative is read, you are to write a
gist in English during the pause provided.

NARRATIVE A

II I

Mr. Thomas AliflaUWBU;174AUVMD11411914117:01MTB4117:141314
4 si so $# o A

fit'aWM LISITU UM linLIIJUIIALWAVII1Phr4f111161111111Y114111iitiVIUM
0 w so m A# 1"41.;

D tviTulunr, 4 tvnii rifiliau MOM LT 1f1D4411.17 tl lillIU INN11141/giU1111114
w * iv

San Francisco ltlf904DM1V1111.11D41.11NOTBIJULIALII1 0171:

l ?I '011111DM1f1V141111111 e 111J yin ma tthAtiwitmuL1111104i143J111

MT 1: L'IllfltlNilm

trmewrinlvi.ti

lttfizi-or : di L111111 IlifIlltihilrtid4

L Pso sof I s4

A
LTWOOLUUMMUM

NARRATIVE B

'tun 3V4V1411114JUM L!IMMO: V111111111111417

tItO 411411111;441111*(fun: 4 tlimifyiu 1 nuirlimuvint
111417 tluvu-wilutt;f:raulvt L114410141/110U11141441

4 4 s,

1414i47)4VD41/14LM:i1WELIAM17ttlinfiveri4t4
s ,

1111i,11 t* Lilt)t,m 641J33J1MY4M1111J1J411LLI,;liiiitui

( Stop the tape for about 5 minutes.)
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PART II

The following are narratives A and B that you just
heard in Part I. However, they will be read here again, but
with a pause after each sentence. Use the time during the
pause to check and correct the gists you wrote during Part I.

NARRATIVE A ( See Part I )

NARRATIVE B ( See Part II )



Exercise III Translations:

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

.

1. MilfiTufliVAIANWAMOLUUtifin

I have received an order to go to destroy the enemy
airfield.

4
2. UNV:ttnA11141J:TUU

I'll set out on my trip the day after tomorrow.

3. milltvnpnft4N4Lti

L22

The train will depart at eight o'clock in the morning.
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4. vill3amuilmuillwraut)

The runway of this airport is not very good.

5.
V71

1K1it VV l li1V1.1111111101 0414V1 in

He has received an order to attack the enemy convoy.

6. 111111MUU01111,11.1

Is that house vacant?

4 g 44 4
7. VINUIMMUAIAT

When will the plane land here?

v g v 4 q v
8. MnallAtIlliwiralUUT1OVINU1U1LTU

You must open fire if the enemy planes try to take off.

v v

9. lfitallf1M4

They are now prohibiting all the planes from taking off
and landing.
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10. ituv :114

What time do you want me to go to pick you up?

11. U13:111V471i6111117illA

12.

I'll go to see you off at the railroad station.

4 al 44 4
faM41J1MULIAMUU

I just arrived here yesterday.
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PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the second
time with their English translations. As you listen, correct
your paper accordingly.

( Read items 1 through 12 in Part I again with their
English translations).

11/ 4 4

1. ?I '1 PI f111

4
Vi1111911J11 inlvw

Does the enemy have many commercial vessels?

-4 4
2. 11V11411d11171107t11111111M111411

Is there a runway for the plane to take off 'and land?

3. 71191114%leriorinTliriinis t'llIflun l?iiit1114111,11M1111

You use artillery to fire at the control tower, and
use machine gun to fire at the planes in the field.

V
soy

4. U3JP1V1111T1MT:L1Jfifi1=111

I need explosives very urgently.
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5. mululfltummmium

He has already moved to Bangkok.

v 4
6. tlindatnim tuifilmhbummu:flib

7.

If you have a chance, don't forget to go and visit me.

4 vv 4 51 At

ta1141,11RhallAuTildINTIMItlt111

I just received an order this morning to transfer to
Korat.

X.+. v 4
8. MAYM11111AUMMIA1U4

Have you bought a railroad ticket yet?

+

9. WIA:111fl:W3J1

I'll go to inspect the position. I'll come back in a
little while.
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lo. MfitlYalilUllfizt170141utul
1

11.

You have to check the guns and various weapons often.

7X;11.1fl71M7'84711111111RMUNMUttilfl11411

Could you help check the engine oQhis car for me?

v v v I I I4
12. ilimmtimmi WID4111W4111114U3J allUZ-

If enemy troops come, you have to send a word to me
quickly.

PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the
second time with their English translations. As you listen,
correct your paper accordingly.

( Read items 1 through 12 in Part I again with their
English translations).
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Exercise V Dictation:

PART I

Listen carefully and write in Thai script during the
pause provided after each of the following utterances.

ftri tttni falli14 M4b
1

d di.

le) . tn:
4
tbilJU1V111

1 4 ^ 1

0). ommutantlaitmilt
4'

mazlikummulu
q

C. finflofb

PART II

Listen carefully and write in phonemic transcription
during pause provided after each of the following utterances.

4 X' A
9 11.1110111NUUV:TU1 1VI4

' 4 ^
b. twamtlimibutliounntntuultmuum

0).

." "
G. ANNUIlififigha4lildliWilUilditA41t4t1Mn

v 1 e

o VI'DNIN1111114 L71 711
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LESSON 23

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue anddialogue adjunct lesson 23.

Exercise I, ,Lesson 23 (Aural Comprehension)

For each of the following Thai expressions, there willbe three English statements on your answer sheet. Circlethe number before the statement that best corresponds to.the Thai expression.

A. 1. What do you want to do this evening?

2. What do you intend to do this evening?

3. What do you have to do this evening?

B 1. With whom do you have the appointment?

2. With whom are you going?

3. Whom are you going to meet?

C. 1. Do we have to use a powerful weapon?

2. Do we have to use a new weapon?

3. Do we have to use a special weapon?
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D. 1. Where is the B.O.Q.?

2. Where are the officers' quarters?

3. Where is the officer's Club?

E. 1. I would like to have him at our party today.

2. I would like to let him eat with us today.

3. I would like to invite him to have dinner with us today.

F. 1. Can your wife drive a train?

2. Can your wife drive a truck?

3. Can your wife drive a car by herself?

G. 1. Today after I have had my lunch I'll go back home.

2. Today after I have had my lunch I'll return home.

3. Today after I have had my lunch I'll go back home
directly.

H. 1. When you arrive at the airport, please wait for me.

2. If you arrive at the airport first, please wait for
me.

3. When you arrive at the airport, wait for me a little
while.
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I. 1. There were many people at the railroad station.

2. The railroad station is very croweded.

3. The railroad station was too croweded.

J 1. Do you think that the work is difficult?

2. Do you think that the work that you'll do is easy?

3. Do you think that the work that you'll do is diffi-
cult?

L23 p258
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Exercise II,(Hand gist)

PART I

This exercise consists of two narratives in Thai A and B.
After each narrative is read you are to write a gist in
English.

NARRATIVE A

NARRATIVE B
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PART II

The following are narratives A and B. that you just heard
in Part I. However they will be read here again, but with a
pause after each sentence. Use the time during the pause to
check and correct the gists you wrote in Part I.

Narrative A ( See Part I)

Narrative B ( See Part II)
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Exercise III (Translation)

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following. Thai expres-
sions,write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your answer
sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

L 23
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PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the
second time, but with their English translations. As youlisten correct your paper accordingly.

L23
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Exercise IV (Translation)

I

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

x

A
4. A

I.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

[is
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11.

12 .

L 23
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G.

F.

PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the
second time but with their English translations. As you lis-
ten, correct your paper accordingly.

( X111 part I 11111M1141tOglifilU )

L 23 P 265
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Exercise V (Dictation)

PART I

Listen carefully and write in Thai script during the pause
provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

L 23 P 266
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PART II

Listen carefully and write in phonemic transcription
during the pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

W 5.

L 23
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LESSON 24

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and
dialogue adjunct L 24

Exercise I, Lesson 24, (Multiple choice)

For each of the following Thai expression there will be
three English statements on your answer sheet. Circle the
number before the statement that best corresponds to the
Thai expression.

1

A. 1. How was the weather there at that time?

2. How is the weather there in general?

3. How is the weather there at the moment?

B. 1. There have been many cases of sickness at the
hospital lately.

2. There have been many patients at the hospital
lately.

3. There have been many people afflicted with flu
the hospital lately.

in

C. 1. Where is the surgery room?

2. Where is the X-ray room?

3. Where is the examination room?

L 24
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D. 1. He says that the weather is not very good.

2. He says that the food is not very good.

3. He says that the condition is not very good.

B. 1. Are you ill? What is the symptom?

2. Are you ill? How is your condition?

3. Are you ill? Is it serious?

F. 1. He was shot in the head.

2. He was shot in the arm.

3. He was shot through the heart.

G. 1. Could you please turn this table.

2. Could you please move this table.

3. Could you please lift this table.

H. 1. You must never turn your face toward the enemy.

2. You must never turn your back to the enemy.

3. You must never turn from the enemy.
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I. 1. The doctor has already examined him and said that
his heart is normal.

J

2. The doctor has already examined him and said that
his condition is normal.

3. The doctor has already examined him and said that
his eyes are normal.

1. Could you please take measurements of this room.

2. Could you please go into this room.

3. Could you please wait in this room.



Exercise II, Lesson 24 (Hand gist)

PART I

This exercise consists of 2 narratives in Thai A and
B. After each narrative is read you are to write a gist in
English.

NARRATIVE A

NARRATIVE B



PART II

The following are narratives A and B that you just
heard in Part I. However, they will be read here again but
with a pause after each sentence. Use the time during the
pause to check and correct the gists you wrote in Part I.

Narrative A ...

Narrative B



Exercise III, Lesson 24 (Translation)

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the second
time with their English translations. As you listen correct
your paper accordingly.

( 11114 Part I 713414111111t4NUMU )
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Exercise IV, Lesson 24 (Translation)

1

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

Et, 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

F..

6.

f,

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for the second
time, but with their English translations. As you listen,
correct your paper accordingly.

L24 P 27 6
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Exercise V, Lesson (Dictation)

PART I

Listen carefully and write in Thai script during the
pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.'

3.

4,

5.

PART II

Listen carefully and write in phonemic transcription
during the pause provided after each of the following
utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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LESSON 25

FOR STUDENTS

Aural Comprehension Exercise based on dialogue and dialogue
adjunct lesson 25.

Exercise I, Lesson, Aural Comprehension.

For each of the following Thai expressions, there will
be three English statements on your answer sheet. Circle the
number before the statement that best corresponds to the
Thai expression.

A. 1. Is there a watch store around here?

2. Is there a watch repair shop around here?

3. Where is the watch repair shop?

B. 1. Could you drive the car for me?

2. Could you fix the car for me?

3. Could you let me use your car?

C. 1. Some days my watch is all right, some days it is
not.

2. Some days my watch is too slow, some days it is
too fast.

3. Some days my watch is runs, some days it stops.
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D. 1. That car has a flat tire; it can not run.

2. That car has broken down; it can not run.

3. That car is too old; it can not run.

E. 1. My watch stopped because I forgot to wind it last
night.

2. My watch stopped because I dropped it last night.

3. My watch stopped because I dropped it last night.

F. 1. Don't forget the grenade.

2. Don't hit the grenade.

3. Don't drop the grenade.

G. 1. If you see a telephone line or a power line, you
have to cut it.

2. If you see a telephone line or a power line, you
have to destroy it.

3. If you see a telephone line or a power line, you
have, to leave it alone.

H. 1. Is the electric wire out of order

2. Has the light gone out?

3. Is the electric wire broken?
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I. I. Don't forget! You hive to come on time.

2. Don't forget! You must not be late.

3. Don't forget! You have to come early.

J 1. This watch does not have a minute hand.

2. This watch does not have a spring.

3. This watch does not have a second hand.
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Exercise II, Lesson 25 (Hand gist)

PART I

This exercise consists of 2 narratives in Thai A and
B. After each of the narratives is read, you are to write a
gist in English.

NARRATIVE A

NARRATIVE B

L 25 P 281
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PART II

The following are narratives A and B that you just heard
in Part I. However, they will be read here again, but with
a pause after each sentence. Use the time during the pause
to check and correct the gists you wrote in Part I.

Narrative A ...

Narrative B

L 25 P 282
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Exercise III, Lesson 25 (Translation)

PART

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L 25
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PART II

All the items in Part I will be read here for thesecond time with their English translations. As you listencorrect your paper accordingly.

( DIU Part I 713.1114111141t4fAlifi1ltl )
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Exercise IV, Lesson 25 (Translation)

PART I

As soon as you hear each of the following Thai expres-
sions, write the equivalent in idiomatic English on your
answer sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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PART ILL 25

All the items in Part I will be read here for the second
with their English translations. As you listen, correct your
paper accordingly.

L 25 P 286
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Exercise V, Lesson 25 (Dictation)

PART I

Listen carefully and write in Thai script during the
pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

L 25 p 287
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PART II

Listen carefully and write in phonemic transcription
during the pause provided after each of the following utterances.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

L 25 P 288
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